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Unit 3

Slowly the Tide Creeps
Up the Sand
‘Slowly’ by James Reeves
How successfully can you use repetition in a poem?
Resource 8
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Access strategies
In ‘Slowly’, James Reeves displays the same kind of ingenious wordplay as in ‘The Hippocrump’ (Unit 2), but it’s the repetition which
really catches the attention and brings the theme to life for young and
old readers alike.
First, ask your pupils what kinds of movements they can think of that
are very slow. The first line of Reeves’s poem may help: ‘Slowly the
tide creeps up the sand’.
Ask them to write their answers on a continuum line from slow to
very slow – for example:
Slow
Traffic in a jam

Quite slow
Paint drying

Very slow
Flower growing

A really good example came up when I was presenting a session to
teachers – they said that the first week of the summer holiday goes a
lot slower than the last week! Time passing is a fascinating topic. You
could extend this activity to include movement. Reeves mentions an
old man slowly mounting a stile. What other human activities might
involve a slow process?
Next, a taster draft should take your pupils’ thinking and enthusiasm further. Through discussion with the class, decide on eight slow
movements, find pictures on the internet to match each one and then
make a visual cycle (like the one on page 35).
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Lifting a
heavy
weight

Hair
growing

Eight ideas about
slow movement

The Earth
moving
around the
sun

Now the children should try linking the eight slowing moving ideas
together in two stanzas of four lines each. In the mini-plenary,
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give advice about images, coherence and originality – this will move
the learning on for the later application.

Reading journeys
Your class should be jumping out of their seats now, ready to read
Reeves’s poem!
Slowly

Resource 9

Slowly the tide creeps up the sand,
Slowly the shadows cross the land.
Slowly the cart-horse pulls his mile,
Slowly the old man mounts the stile.
Slowly the hands move round the clock,
Slowly the dew dries on the dock.
Slow is the snail – but slowest of all
The green moss spreads on the old brick wall.
This would be a memorable poem to learn and recite for lots of reasons, but mostly because your pupils will fall in love with it!
Pronouncing ‘slowly’ at the right pace will be critical and will build
towards the longer, final line. Don’t forget to ‘obey’ the dash and hesitate – that sets up the denouement. Some drama exercises might
help the children to learn the poem and understand it. Can they prac-
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tise the movements of the snail or the carthorse? Could they try
symbolising the spread of the moss in movement or mime?
Use the following radial questions to support comprehension as
appropriate. Why not allow your pupils an element of choice? Here,
the analytical question is supported by prompts and direction indicators for any pupils who get stuck. The earlier engagement becomes
important because now the brain is working around the words and
phrases and placing them into a broader context of prior reading.
Bob says ...
Make sure the questions you use stimulate new concepts
that are then discussed in the class. Questions are not
just to assess understanding but to prompt further
enquiry!
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Support:
Think about the sound.
How does the repetition
help the rhythm?

Support:
Do the ‘slowly’ words help
you follow the images?

How does the repetition of ‘slowly’ help
to make the poem so memorable?

Support:
How are the last two lines different?
How do the six ‘slowly’ words build towards them?
If you set the central question first, you can then be prepared (along
with your teaching assistants) to offer support as appropriate. You
don’t need to split your class into three tables by ability as this can
programme their responses. This is a rich resource with an objective
that all can share – each pupil can be signposted on their own route
to improvement and mastery.
This support strategy can guide your pupils towards accelerated progress based on some ‘excellent responses will’ success criteria.
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Excellent responses will include:
❦❦ As the repetition builds, so does the tension.
❦❦ Each image resonates and we think about it – the shadows
crossing the land stay in the mind.
❦❦ The dash after ‘snail’ sets up the final telling image.
❦❦ The last line lingers and lingers just as time passes – slowly!
❦❦ The rhythm alters to ignite our responses at the end.
These suggestions should help teachers to deliver the kind of knowledge which can be applied repeatedly through the curriculum;
priorities can be selected and explored in simpler language with your
class. It’s a guide to what you might teach explicitly and as a response
to pupils’ questions.
Bob says ...
Throughout the book I am including ‘excellent responses
will’ to help deepen your knowledge base so that your
class learning dialogue is rich. The technical detail can be
shared with your pupils in simple ways, whether in didactic
sessions or with talking partners. The support questions
may be enough to guide their comprehension but you will
also need to know the fine detail to dig deeper where
necessary.
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Beyond the limit
Compare the effect of the repetition in ‘Slowly’ with other poems:
❦❦ ‘Silver’ by Walter de la Mare
❦❦ ‘I Remember, I Remember’ by Thomas Hood
❦❦ ‘Amulet’ by Ted Hughes
❦❦ ‘Twenty-Six Letters’ by James Reeves
❦❦ ‘Busy Day’ by Michael Rosen
Flood your pupils with reading! They will love finding repetitions in
the poetry anthologies in your school library. Why not ask them to
select classifications for the poems they discover? Here are some
suggestions:
❦❦ Humour: which repetitions support humour?
❦❦ Tone change: which repetitions introduce changes of tone?
❦❦ Assonance: which repetitions repeat clever vowel sounds or
assonances?
❦❦ Unsuccessful: which repetitions are unsuccessful, silly or
overdone?
Finally, the most able pupils could experience a very different style by
comparing ‘Slowly’ with ‘What is Pink?’ by Christina Rossetti (Unit 4)
or ‘I Started Early – Took My Dog’ by Emily Dickinson (Unit 15 in
Opening Doors to Quality Writing for Ages 10–13).
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Wings to fly
The recitation, the access strategies and the drama should have set up
openings for the children to write with confidence. Which writing
tasks appeal to them?
❦❦ Use the word ‘quickly’ or any word implying speed in a poem.
Let that be your repetitive word.
❦❦ Add a new stanza to Reeves’s poem.
❦❦ Follow Reeves’s method and use six lines which begin with a
repeated word and then make the last two lines different – with
an impact!
❦❦ Write a poem using repetition to help make the final line linger in
the imagination.
❦❦ Use repetition for humour in any clever way.
❦❦ Keep to the ‘slowly’ theme but modernise the images to a city
environment.
❦❦ Focus on one image, like the hand moving round the clock. Can
you write a poem just about that, featuring repetition as a way of
deepening meaning?
❦❦ The final line is worth some deeper thinking, at least for the more
able. The creeping of moss over a wall is imperceptible yet it will
change the whole look of the wall eventually. That is very
profound. I wonder if some of your pupils could craft some
original writing around the image of the wall. What happens to
the wall over many centuries? What other things around us are
changing that we may not notice? A longer narrative poem with
an ‘epic’ feel is possible here – perhaps inspired by fairy tales.
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Bob says ...
My final ‘wings to fly’ suggestion is meant to open you up
to negotiating with your pupils! Sometimes it is dialogue
with the children that can produce the most inspiring and
challenging titles, so why not use areas of potential like
the previous examples and personalise routes to the top
as much as you can. Above all, make sure you make the
links between learning from James Reeves to applying that
learning in fresh ways – that is, from quality text to
quality writing!
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